In this paper we propose an extended LOS MIMO channel model, which considers an additional phase shifting term in the transmission path, and which provides the potential to improve channel conditioning significantly. We show that this phase shifting can, for example, be achieved by adding a dielectric material between the transmitting and receiving antennas, where the phase shift is dependent on the distance the waves travel in the medium. Using that distance as a design parameter we demonstrate that the optimal spacing between antenna elements of uniform linear arrays, achieving full spatial multiplexing, can be reduced compared with the well-known spacing criterion from previous investigations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing demand for very high spectral efficiencies has generated a lot of research activity in the field of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques. Aside from the regularly used rich-scattering (or Rayleigh fading) channel assumption, it has also become well known that line-of-sight (LOS) channel conditions can likewise achieve high spectral efficiencies, when certain geometrical rules are obeyed [1] , [2] . However, for many practical systems the required geometric setup can preclude these gains as, e.g., the required spacing between antennas can be tremendous. When the setup differs from the optimal arrangement, the conditioning of the channel may weaken considerably [3] , ultimately leading to a significant decrease in spectral efficiency. In this letter we present a slightly modified channel model which makes use of a dielectric medium in order to improve channel conditioning, when the geometrical rules cannot be complied with. Consequently, this also leads to new optimal antenna spacing requirements which are discussed in this work. Finding medium shapes that yield well-conditioned channels is highly dependent on the antenna setup and on the constraints that are applied to the medium.
We provide one approach to tackle this problem and show some results.
The design of LOS MIMO systems that can benefit from spatial multiplexing to achieve very high spectral efficiencies is, among others, discussed in [3] and [4] . The number of parallel spatial streams that these systems can support is determined by two parameters, the antenna array arrangement, i.e., size and orientation of the arrays at transmitter and receiver, and the wavelength-transmission range product. The general trade-off between the two parameters states that when additional spatial streams need to be supported, either array size has to be increased or, wavelength or transmission range have to be decreased. The work in [5] investigates how far-field phase responses of antennas might be beneficial for maximizing capacity in LOS environments.
It was shown that this effect can enhance capacity, by improving channel matrix conditioning, depending on the slope of the phase response. Antenna arrays that are less prone to suboptimal geometrical arrangement were examined in [6] . The results reveal that nonuniformly spaced arrays can prove advantageous in these situations and lead to a more stable channel matrix. Sparse MIMO channels were investigated in [7] , unveiling that in the low SNR regime sub-λ/2 spacing and beamforming are helpful in terms of capacity, whereas for high SNRs spatial multiplexing achieves the highest gains. An approach exploiting these results is presented in [8] , where a dielectric lens is used to perform part of the beamforming task. The use of lenses at millimeterwave frequencies in general has become quite common, e.g., to build highly directional antennas.
An implementation of a dielectric lens may, for example, be found in [9] .
II. SYSTEM MODEL Consider the equivalent baseband representation of a MIMO system to be given by
where x, y are transmit and receive vector, and w is the additive noise vector with complex Gaussian distribution. In this work we will assume H = H LOS meaning that the channel matrix is solely determined by a LOS component which does not vary with time. It has been shown [3] that in such a case, the normalized channel entries are determined entirely by the phase shift that the waves experience while traveling from transmitter to receiver, i.e.,
with (·) m,n denoting the mth row and nth column matrix entry, λ denoting the propagating wavelength and r mn denoting the distance from nth transmit to mth receive antenna.
In this work we consider the LOS channel matrix to be composed of two parts as
where • is the Hadamard product. The two parts contribute as follows, H FS incorporates the phase shift that the waves gain from free-space propagation, i.e., is equal to (2) when λ is set to the free-space wavelength. In H PS phase shifts that occur besides the free-space propagation part can be captured, e.g., the waves pass through different dielectric media between transmitter and receiver.
III. PHASE SHIFT MATRIX
If the entries in the phase shifting matrix H PS could be designed individually, then a wellconditioned channel matrix H LOS could always be achieved, independent of the antenna arrangement. One physical effect that achieves a phase shift and can be expressed through the matrix H PS is the phase response of the antennas due to different angles of arrival, as has been mentioned in [5] .
In this work, we will consider a different effect which depends on the fact that the wavelength in different media is different with
where λ 0 is the wavelength in free-space, r is the relative permittivity of the medium, and the approximation holds if the relative permeability of the medium is close to one. Depending on the distance the waves travel through the medium, different phase shifts can be achieved. We can write the phase shift matrix as
with l mn being the distance the waves travel in the medium. For example, consider the setup given in Fig. 1 where each wave from antenna 1 will experience a different additional phase shift due to the different distances that it travels in the medium. Both l mn and r 1 are design parameters that can be used to achieve the desired phase relations at the receiver.
For the general LOS setup, where the waves travel some distance through a different medium,
we can further specify the entries of the complete channel matrix as
where r mn − l mn is the distance the waves travel in free-space and l mn is the distance the waves travel in the medium between the corresponding antennas. As described in [3] and references therein, an optimal (orthogonal) channel matrix is achieved if the received vectors from two different transmitting antennas are orthogonal, i.e.,
IV. UNIFORM LINEAR ARRAYS FOR LOS MIMO
It is known [3] that the optimal spacing for uniform linear arrays (ULAs) supporting maximum spatial multiplexing and hence capacity in LOS MIMO systems is determined by
where R is the desired link distance and where V = max(N, M ), with N being the number of transmit antennas and M being the number of receive antennas. Furthermore, θ t and θ r represent tilting angles at the transmitter and receiver side, as seen in Fig. 1 . Note that this equation can lead to relatively large antenna spacings, if the λR product is large.
When the spacing is chosen smaller than specified in (8), the term
will be much smaller than one, with 1/κ being the inverse of the (squared) condition number.
Here, (·)
H is the conjugate transpose of a matrix and λ min (·), λ max (·) gives the smallest and largest eigenvalue of a matrix, respectively. Note that in the best case, a system designed according to (8) , minimum and maximum eigenvalue are equal, 1/κ = 1, supporting full spatial multiplexing.
Thus, the term 1/κ can be used to evaluate the spatial multiplexing capabilities of LOS MIMO systems.
A. Rectangular Medium
For a setup with a rectangular dielectric medium that is parallel to the ULA, as depicted in Fig. 1 , the distances in the medium can be calculated through trigonometry by
where t is the thickness of the medium. Then, (7) can be reformulated as
applying the same reasoning and approximations as in [3] and references therein (see also the Appendix). We can then find the optimal spacing, yielding 1/κ = 1, for ULAs supplemented by a rectangular dielectric medium in
It can be seen that in this case, the medium will only have an impact if the term t( √ r − 1) is significant with respect to R. The benefit of adding a rectangular dielectric will thus be most pronounced for short link ranges. For longer ranges the medium may need to be very thick (depending on r ) in order to be significant. Although the relation still holds for that case, other effects that occur due to the medium, such as refraction and attenuation, should then also be considered, see the Appendix for some additional comments on that. 
B. Optimization for two and three Antenna ULAs
Finding the general l mn values, i.e. no specific medium shape assumed, which are subject to some physical constraints is very complicated even for ULAs. We will thus consider that the matrix L, which includes all lengths that the waves travel in the medium between corresponding antennas, has a Toeplitz structure with meaning that the medium is free-space. When √ r > 1 the condition number becomes one for cases where the phase shift through the dielectric medium and through free-space again satisfies the orthogonality criterion. The number of points which achieve 1/κ = 1 increases with √ r as more phase shift is achieved over a given distance. In the second plot of Fig. 2 the antenna spacing is set to half of the optimum. We can see that the standard case without medium, √ r = 1, has a significantly reduced condition number. However, when a dielectric medium is used the condition number is improved over a wide range of values and 1/κ = 1 is still achievable. Fig. 3 shows the inverse condition number for a three antenna ULA when reduced spacing and a medium with √ r = 2 are used. It can also be seen here that an optimal condition number of one is obtainable, for reference without the medium 1/κ ≈ 10 . Note that the results are not independent of the parameters used in (8) , but rather they show that for a given spacing reduction the same lengths can be applied. Compared with the results of Sec. IV-A, we find that the numerically determined optimal values for l mn here, will also appear in (10) when t is chosen optimally. 
C. Numerical Results on other Arrangements
For a higher number of antennas finding the optimal distances is even more difficult. We will thus pursue a slightly different approach. As in the previous section it will be assumed that L has Toeplitz structure. Then, we define the entries of the matrix to be given by
where l ∆ is a constant and |g (z) | is some function that describes the shape of the dielectric medium, where z = |m − n|.
With this setup we can then search over different l ∆ values and functions g (z) in order to
find l mn distances that achieve high inverse condition numbers 1/κ. Fig. 4a shows the results for three different functions versus N , where we added the constraint max(l mn )−min(l mn ) ≤ 2.5λ 0 .
This constraint ensures that the l mn values are in a similar region which reduces implementation requirements. From the plot we can infer that 1/κ can be improved significantly over the standard free-space case depending on the function that is chosen. We chose monotonic functions with rapidly increasing slopes to achieve sufficient phase shifts under reasonable conditions. The quadratic function performs best as it is able to compensate approximately the path length that is lost due to the spacing reduction, given the right function parameters.
In Fig. 4b the behavior of the function z 2 + the desired spacing, the lower the number of antennas for which the optimal case is achieved. One remedy to that is to increase the value of √ r , another would be lifting the constraint between minimal and maximal l mn . This is intuitive since a reduction in spacing means that more phase shifting has to occur in the medium, because the phases of the free-space part become more similar.
In 
It needs to be pointed out that the determined paths in the medium do not need to be used on one side of the link, they can also be split and applied to transmitter and receiver side correspondingly. For some comments on practical issues consult the Appendix.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a deconstruction of the commonly used LOS MIMO channel matrix into a freespace propagation part and a phase shifting part. In general, the separate consideration of a phase shifting matrix can be used to improve the conditioning of the channel. We discussed how a dielectric medium, which is added to the propagation path, can potentially be used to achieve this phase shifting property. Based on different distances that the waves from different antennas travel in the medium, the LOS channel matrix is influenced differently. As such, the medium can be used to reduce the antenna spacing requirements for LOS MIMO systems, which can become prohibitively large in some cases. We showed that the optimal antenna spacing for ULAs, in terms of Shannon capacity, can be lowered compared with the case of just free-space propagation. The feasible array size reduction will be determined by the medium shapes and types that are practically realizable. The method can potentially be extended to the general case of two-or three-dimensional antenna arrangements, for which further improvements in array size are possible.
APPENDIX DERIVATION OF THE OPTIMAL SPACING WITH RECTANGULAR MEDIUM
As stated in Eq. (7) in the paper, the general criterion for orthogonality (and optimal channel matrix) is
By using
we get to
When going from (19) to (20) one has to employ the steps mentioned in [10] . Earlier derivations of this without the tilting angle may be found in [11] , [12] . We need
where compared with [10] we omit the azimuth angle, φ r = 0. Further, m − 1 and n − 1 are used here to conform with the notation in our paper, i.e. m = 1...M , n = 1...N , which makes, however, no difference for the further calculations. When calculating r mk −r ml , assuming M > N , it should be visible that only the mixed term of the quadratic part in (22) is useful, and that it is indeed the one seen in (17). Then, following the same argument as [10] of a finite geometric series
for which one solution is
which leads in turn to the optimal antenna separation presented in Eq. Given the figure above it should be visible that in this case; meaning equidistant antenna spacing, no tilt between the arrays, symmetric medium with respect to the boresight of the antenna and same medium shape for each antenna; the distance matrix in free-space R as well as in the medium L can be represented as a Toeplitz structure
For L, each row represents the paths that each of the transmit antennas sees to one particular receive antenna. The first row mirrored at l 11 would also represent the total shape of the medium per antenna. As stated in the paper, setups with different numbers of antennas on each side can also be investigated with this structure. For example, consider removing the third antenna on the receiver side. We simply need to remove the last row in L and could then perform the optimization. It should also be visible here, that it is not necessary to have a dielectric in front of every antenna, i.e., certain rows would be zero vectors, which can be helpful in certain situations.
PRACTICALITY

A. LOS MIMO
We will provide a small general discussion of the LOS MIMO scheme here, to clarify why the pure LOS (non-scattering) assumption is practically relevant. LOS MIMO is based on the fact that, even for long range links, the propagating waves should be modeled as spherical rather than plane waves, theoretical aspects of that fact have been discussed in [13] . Considering that fact, the channel matrix is entirely determined by the phase relations that occur between antennas due to tiny differences in the propagation time. Initially, the spatial multiplexing achieving case for that channel was deemed most useful for short-range communications due to the fact that, as link range increases (with a fixed carrier frequency) the antenna spacing also has to increase, see Eq. (8) in the paper. Furthermore, as link range increases the impact of scatters may also increase, even for LOS setups when considering antennas with low directivity.
With the advent of millimeter-wave communication this situation has changed a bit. First, the higher carrier frequencies allow for a reduction in required spacing, or, equivalently for longer link ranges (we generally consider few hundreds of meters). Furthermore, due to the required high antenna gains, fewer scatters will occur in general additionally justifying the LOS MIMO assumption. Finally, various measurements have shown that even if reflections or scattering occurs, the reflected power is usually largely reduced. An implementation of the concept for a 41 m link at 60 GHz can be found in [14] . A discussion of the applicability for satellite communication is given in [15] .
Note that beamforming is also a very useful technique for these LOS links, but we are here and in the present paper mostly concerned with the pure spatial multiplexing case as has also been investigated in the previous works.
B. Dielectric Medium
For a practical implementation further aspects, other than the optimal distances in the medium, have to be investigated. We have not considered effects such as reflection and refraction, which will influence the performance if the thickness of the medium is large with respect to the wavelength. In light of that it is also interesting to investigate how materials with very high dielectric constants behave since they relax the design constraints significantly. Additionally, one could investigate how a material with different dielectric constants may be beneficial for this approach, see [9] . The fundamental limit of this technique will be set by physical constraints, e.g., possible medium shapes and their accuracy, see [16] for another lens implementation.
Finally, it is of interest how the determined optimal length differences in the dielectric material could be achieved, when considering the real antenna aperture. One easy way to imagine this is to think of effective antenna apertures. The dielectric material with the specified thickness could be placed at such a distance in front of the receiving antenna that the effective apertures of the transmitting antennas do not overlap.
